INTRODUCTION

AS/RS MATERIAL FLOWS
The AS/RS receives material from several sources (see Figure  1) Subsequent to bin delivery to the inbound queue, the crane is scheduled to move down to the outbound queue in order to pick a bin and deliver it to its assigned rack location. Then, the crane moves to the rack location where the next bin to be processed resides.
Figure2.SIMANModeI for the P/D Process
A counter is incremented after returning a bin to its location and the entity is disposed. All crane move times are drawn from appropriate discrete probability distributions. Simulation ends when the scheduled load is processed.
Queueing Theory
The queueing theoretic approach (see Gross and Harris, 1974 ) is explained via Figure  3 . Consider a sequential two station singleserver-at-each station model with nl and n2 being the system capacity for the two stations. The first station is represented by the inbound bins queue coupled with the operator's work area.
The second station is represented by the outbound bins queue and the crane 593 n, =5 nz=4
Figure3.TheP/DProcessasaQueueing System pickup.
In Figure  3 , n1 = 5 (queue length 4) and n 2 = 4 (queue length 3 Crane idleness.
In the optimal design of the system, neither should have a nonzero value. However, within the real life constraints of a manufacturing envizonment, one will. 
